The New Jerusalem Life
In my article “Kingdom Age Spiritual Growth and Development”1 I referred to New Jerusalem as our
ultimate state of spiritual development. This concept has been given as a revelation to Rick Joyner 2 and
Disrupting Culture3. Ron McGatlin refers to New Jerusalem life in a recent 2015 article.
“Our openness to flow pure holy love and nurturing, encouragement, strength, and sustenance for
both spiritual and natural life is dependent on mutual TRUST that only comes through pure holy
LOVE.
Through the experience of LOVE relationship with God, we can TRUST God completely. Through
experiencing God’s LOVE in people, we can TRUST one another completely.
Yes, we can really trust other human beings in whom Father God dwells in Christ by the Holy Spirit.
In the New Jerusalem lifestyle of the kingdom of God coming forth from heaven into the hearts of
God’s maturing people, complete trust and faith are being restored to His people.
In the past Babylonian style culture of mixture, we were rightly taught to NOT trust in man. In recent
years trust in governments and other authorities have also greatly declined. A lack of national trust in
God leads to a lack of trust between people that causes a divided nation. A nation divided against
itself cannot stand. Babylon and all that live by its ways are coming down. Great failure of the once
prideful and arrogant Babylonian style systems of ungodly, unloving, and non-trusting ways is
imminent.
The enemy knows that to destroy a godly people, their trust in God must be destroyed which will lead
to a lack of trust in one another and eventually the fall of the house.
Jesus taught that a house divided against itself cannot stand. The opposite of that is also true. That
is to say, a house connected in loving trust will stand. A group, family, tribe, or nation that loves
God will trust in God. The nation whose trust is in the Lord will stand and is blessed of God.
The move of God on earth that is bringing forth the New Jerusalem life in the kingdom of God will
never end. This move of God is coming forth now in the hearts and lives of God’s kingdom people in
spots across the world. It is a supernatural inner move of the Spirit of God transforming our once
Babylonian style life into New Jerusalem life of LOVE that produces complete TRUST in God and
between the purified holy people of God.” 4
The New Jerusalem isn’t just the body of righteous saints coming to Earth when the King returns. He’s
also building an earthly New Jerusalem to join with it on his return. This is the reason for this state to be
our ultimate goal in this temporal body of ours.
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